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Site information

  Is this site governed by MSHA?     Yes     No

 • If so is it considered:     Underground     Surface

  What is the shift start time?

  Are there any restrictions on daily hours?     Yes     No

Conveyor information (choose one)  

   Is the conveyor:    Incline conveyor      Horizontal conveyor

  Is the conveyor:    Gravity      Screw take-up

   Is there a catwalk on the conveyor?      Yes      No

  Is the footage of the conveyor:     Above ground      Below ground

  Is the conveyor:    Inside      Outside

  Is there equipment on-site to set the belt roll and maneuver necessary equipment?     Yes      No

   Is there a manlift on-site that will be accessible to us if need be?     Yes      No

   Is the carrying side of the conveyor accessible?     Yes      No

   Is the return side of the conveyor accessible?     Yes      No

   Is the tail pulley of the conveyor accessible?     Yes      No

   Is 3-phase 480 V electricity available on-site?     Yes      No

     Please attach a couple of pictures of the conveyor with the submission of this questionnaire.

Belting information   

  Belt length:                    Belt width:

  Belt description (include grade):   

  Type of service requested:

  Preferred mechanical fastener if applicable:

  Who will the new belt be strung by? (choose one)     Mi Conveyance Solutions      Customer

   Does the customer request Mi Conveyance Solutions personnel to track the new belt once installed?     Yes     No

 HERE’S WHAT WE NEED FROM YOU.

Name: _______________________________________________________________

Company: __________________________________________________________

Phone #: _____________________________________________________________

Email: _____________________________________________________________

Date: ______________________________________________________________
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